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2013-2016

Inaugural Report

Dear Community Member,
Thank you for your continuous support to educate, write,
and collaborate with Carnegie Writers (CW). Since 2013, CW
has grown tremendously through partnerships, education,
networking, writing, and publishing. Because of your support,
CW has organized programming for the Nashville community.
This support has been critical to our success to reach the
Nashville community and beyond.
This inaugural report is organized based on our motto to
educate, write, and collaborate. We take pride in sharing our
success from the organizations infancy to 2016. In 2013, CW
started as The Carnegie Writers’ Group (CWG), which met
at the downtown Nashville Public Library before moving to
partner with the Green Hills Branch Library.
In 2015, CW achieved tax exempt status with the Internal
Revenue Service and become a 501(c)3 on December 17th. With
continuous growth, the goal is to impact local communities
nationally by promoting writing and literacy education.
Regards,
Kemi Elufiede, EdD
Founder and President

About CW

Who We Are
CW is a community-based 501(c)(3) non-profit
organization for diverse individuals and was
inspired by The Carnegie Writers’ Group, founded in
August of 2013.
The mission is to encourage children, adolescents,
and adults by providing positive and productive
support in writing and literacy education based on
personal goals. The vision is to advance education,
encourage collaboration, promote creativity, and
provide resources for writing and literacy.
WE EDUCATE through workshops, tutorials,
guest presentations, professional development
training, and conferences.
WE WRITE through power writing, progressive
writing, and publications.
WE COLLABORATE through group meetings,
events, partnerships, and community-based
programs.

Our Values
Inclusiveness: We respect humankind, value
diversity, and are committed to equality.
Creativity: We honor, support, and encourage
individual creativity and expression in staff,
volunteers, and participants.
Integrity: We practice honesty, transparency,
and attention to the needs of participants and the
community.
Collaboration: We strive to create a culture of
teamwork and cooperation.
Community: We are committed to building
cohesive communities within larger communities.

Our Programs
The Carnegie Writers’ Group: a diverse group
that meets twice a month. Meetings include guest
speaker presentations and writers’ workshop.
Author Workshop: a writing workshop for teens
and adults who love to write or are interested in
learning more about writing. Includes lessons
on poetry, article writing, short stories, and
playwrights.
Publication Writing Event: reading and signing
of a published anthology with various contributors.
Professional Reading Event: group members,
supporters, and community members collaborate
by reading a variety of literary genres to the general
public.
CW Conference Series: held once a year in
November, these conferences cover various topics
in writing to encourage professional and personal
development.
CW Book Fair: a community event that allows
local authors to sell, promote, and market their
books to the community.

Educate

We Educate through workshops, tutorials, guest
presentations, professional development training,
and conferences. During these years, CW hosted
over 100 Community-Based Programs with
guest speakers, workshops, and conferences. CW
educates through The Carnegie Writers’ Group, CW
Conference Series, Adult Author Workshop, and
Teen Author Workshop.

Write

We Write through power writing, progressive
writing, and publications.
During 2013 to 2016, CW published five books.
CW promoted writing through the Professional
Reading Events, Publication Writing Events,
Progressive Stories, and a book fair.
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The concept of writing has changed through the
years to accommodate a dominantly
technological society. This change has impacted
the way adults communicate, collaborate, and
write. For productive progression, writers must
be familiar with how to market effectively with
social media tools, communicate appropriately
in business writing and the work environment,
recognize personal goals related to their craft,
and other topics of special interests. Effective
writers accept the past, enjoy the present, and
plan for the future.

Writing in the 21st Century

Kaleidoscope: Turns of Prose and Poetry
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Occurrimus
Invenimus
Cruimus
We met

Occurrimus - Invenimus - Cruimus

Christian Cowder - Sebastian Diaz-Correa
Nicole Diaz-Correa - Maria Hite
Maggie Sullivan - Brielle Walmsley
Emily Beck - Sara Johnson
Iris Loewl

Foreword by T.K. Thorne
Edited by Carissa Barker-Stucky
and Oluwakemi Elufiede

Collaborate

We Collaborate through group meetings,
events, partnerships, and community-based
programs. Over these three years, CW participated
in fourteen Partnerships. These various
partnerships have hosted and/or promoted various
CW community-based programs.

Community
Feedback

I love the
CWG meetings.
They are awesome.
I am retiring, so
I plan to be able
to attend more
meetings.

I can truly say that I
have become more
confident in what
I say in the written
word.
Parents and
teens involved
in the Teen
Author Workshop
were highly
complimentary
of the workshop
and especially the
celebration and
published book.

I’ve enjoyed getting
to know other
members.

I enjoyed the
regular interaction
with other writers,
offering critiques,
and discussing
marketing.

The conference
contributed to
my growth and
development with
the writing process
and encouragement.

I enjoy the
readings done by
the various writers
and hearing the
feedback from
those at the CWG
meeting.

Interns at CW
appear to receive
real-world teaching
experience, which
they can take with
them into the
job market.
With this
partnership,
our beginners
and seasoned
writers were able
to collaborate their
works and
publish a book!

Our
organization
seeks to
provide educational
opportunities to
lifelong learners,
and the conference
did that with this
partnership.

